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ABSTRACT 

 
The architecture of a cloud includes several key modules user interaction interface, system resource 
management module with a services catalog, and 
resource provisioning module. The system resource management module manages a massive network of 
servers running in parallel. Often it also uses virtualization techniques to dynamically allocate computing 
resources. In a distributed system Timing and mapping the priority of tasks among processors is one of the 
issues attracted most of attention to itself. This issue consists of mapping a Direct Acyclic Graph with a set 
of tasks on a number of parallel processors and its purpose is allocating tasks to the available processors in 
order to satisfy the needs of priority and decency of tasks, and also to minimize the duration time of 
execution in total graph. 
 In this article, we’ll represent an algorithm that useful Servers Count and Branch Factoring Tasks of 
Workflow in distributed systems.  
Simulations is showed that we approach is better than about the list schedule algorithm. 
KEYWORDS: Cloud, mapping, distributed system, cloud computing 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The timing issue of a graph, the functions of a parallel plan on the distributed computing system, is a 

Np-Complete issue and as one of the challenges in parallel computing problems has aroused a lot of 
attention [1]. Scheduling and timing of task‘s graph is an available process for mapping effective tasks on 
the number of processors that could be done considering purposes such as minimizing the application of 
execution time, increasing confidentiality, increasing resources profitability, decreasing data transmission 
costs and using saving resources and etc. [2].Therefore, the efficiency of distributed system greatly depends 
on the way of timing and task allocation method on them. In one hand, delays of communicative links 
among processors and their weak bandwidth among them may challenge task’s graph application on 
parallel processors. One of the computing systems that are represented recently is Cloud computing system. 
The concept of this system has represented since 2007[7] and was successful in many file [3, 4, 5, 6]. The 
most important purpose of this system is decreasing economical costs and offering computing service such 
as water, electricity, gas and telephone. I.e. users use resources and services when they need according to 
the amount of their needs and also pay based on the rate of their use [8]. This system consists of many data 
centers that are distributed geographically all over the world and are accessible using internet. Each data 
center consists of many computing and saving servers and other resources. Servers in each center are 
attached with a high bandwidth in every spot and we can consider zero as their communicative delay 
among them. 

According to the stated features cloud computing system is suitable condition for applying  priority 
task’s graph and while mapping graph on inter-center computing servers, it is possible to benefit a wide 
range of advantages such as, removing communicative delays using powerful saving computation servers, 
decreasing additional costs, profitability of high scaling cloud computing system and etc. But while 
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mapping the parallel application on cloud computing system, some computing servers may remain unused 
effectively, and their profitability decreases to some extent. Executing task’s graph on some processors 
always is not monotonous, since according to the parallel nature of tasks it might need four computing 
server in a moment and after completing tasks the number of required servers decrease to three server, 
these changes will be continued till the complementation of all graph . As in cloud computing system there 
is another simultaneous requests in which processors might serve them, therefore consecutive switches of 
computing servers are needed between simultaneous requests of other users and a user that represented the 
task graphs to the cloud computing system. In addition to decreasing profitability of computing resources 
of these switches, they may not be possible sometimes for severe oscillations, because based on the rate of 
overload that will have, it is better instead of switching to another use, let the computing server idle for a 
moment and restart executing other tasks of graph. To understand this issue clearly pays attention to the 
following example: 
If task graph be like the fig.1 
 

 
Fig 1- a sample of tasks graph 

 
Two different mapping states are shown in figures 2 and 3 on two computing server for this graph: 

 
Fig 2- First mapping for graph in the figure 1 

 
And second mapping for this graph is: 

 
Fig 3- Second mapping for graph figure1 

 
As it is being observed in the first mapping server ‘a’ will be released  in the moment of  ‘4’ that in  the 
interval ’0 to 4’ completely uses computing server and also server ‘b’ that from moment 1 to 11 serve the 
graph is completely profitable , but in the second mapping server ‘b’ from moment 1 to 11 serve the graph 
and from the moment 4 to 10 it is useless and idle, so in some extent  its profitability decreases because if 
in this interval the processor execute the other users ‘simultaneous requests and again return to the 
application based on overload it is inefficient and it is of  high costs. In this article we want to represent an 
approach for mapping task’s graph on computing servers in a data center of cloud computing system in 
order to make profit from available servers and to decrease its idle and useless time. 
 
 
Related works 

Timing and mapping are one of the main challenges in executing the parallel applications on 
distributed systems and aroused a lot of attention. To map and schedule task graph various approaches are 
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presented that in each one some limitations are considered for system and timing has been done schedule 
has been done for different purposes. This approach can be divided into the following classes [28, 34]: 
 
- Task   Duplication Based  (TDB) [9][10][11] 
- Bound  Number  of Processors (BNP)Scheduling[12][13][14][15] 
- Unbounded Number of Clusters (UNC) Scheduling[15][16] 
- Arbitrary Processor Network (APN) scheduling[17][18][19][20] 
- List scheduling algorithms[35][36][37][38][39] 
 

In the Task Duplication Based (TDB) scheduling with the purpose of decreasing Schedule length 
some tasks duplicated and run on several servers, but using this technique in cloud computing system is 
inefficient and leads to increase in computation costs. Some algorithms suppose that there exist an 
unlimited number of processors to apply tasks. But strategies of second class schedule consider a high limit 
for processors that are available. According to the limitation of computing servers in the centers of cloud 
computing systems a high limitation was considered for processors. Schedule algorithms with unlimited 
number of clusters, in the beginning of schedule process each node is considered as a cluster and in the next 
step when two clusters combination decrease the completion time, two cluster combine and this 
combination continue recessively. The reason for this kind of algorithms is using plenty of processors to 
decrease the application time. Therefore, this approach needs another stage for clusters mapping on 
processors, because available processors might be less than clusters. 

Another important feature in schedule is considering the type of server attachment and network 
topology. As servers in a cloud computing data center are attached they completely connected with a high 
bandwidth, in our work, topology is considered completely attached. Of the other represented schedule we 
can refer to following cases. 

Kumar represented an approach for scheduling independent works in a distributed system that the 
only relationship between tasks is the need of reaching shared files and no task is needed for the results of 
the other application task [21]. In [22] a schedule on grid system that is represented data replacement 
activities are closely similar to computing tasks and they can be queuing, scheduling and managing. In this 
article [23] also a data placement approach represented in the cloud environment and the only task 
placement criteria for place of processing tasks has set a center with tasks data and the short length of 
schedule is not considered.  

 In distributed system and in the field of task designation the other kinds of timing with different 
purposes are represented. In [25], genetic algorithm is used for mapping a task graph in the distributed 
systems to decrease the length of schedule  and load balancing on the servers. In [9], an approach to 
scheduling tasks has been stated for the purpose of fulfillment of task completion deadlines and 
optimization of execution costs. in approach [21] schedule tasks in order to decrease schedule length and 
increasing reliability of executing  application in distributed environment heterogeneous . This Article [28] 
represented a method for scheduling the workflow on processor with various abilities. Of the other 
approaches that are represented for allocation of independent tasks in homogenous distributed environment 
to increase reliabilities we can refer to [29, 30]. In the previous work [31] we represented an approach for 
scheduling a work flow graph. In this approach we tried to decrease storage costs, as possible as, during the 
executing the graph. In this work we want to represent an approach in order to increase profitability and 
usage of computing servers.   
 
Stating the main problem 

In this article we map the workflow of graph on some computing servers in a data center, which are 
servers completely connected. The number of servers are shown using  M such as m1,m2,…….,mM. 

The workflow graph of DAG consists of N nodes that we have n1,n2,……,nN that each node shows 
just one task of work graph. Each task consists of a set of instructions that should be executed on a 
computing server without retaking and respectively. Each node has one or more parent task and when it 
starts running that running of all  parent tasks being ended. In this article we call a node without parent ‘fn’ 
and the node without child ‘ln’. Also graph has the E directed edge where shows the priority and the 
consequence of running tasks. It means  edge show that nj is a child for ni and not until the end of ni, 
nj can not start. In some researches usually there is a weight for edges that show communicative cost or 
duration till output data of ni are given to server nj (if ti and tj are mapped in different centers). But as we 
map graph on computing servers in a center and communicative links between servers in a data center have 
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a high bandwidth. Communicative costs from the time giving ni data to nj is zero, therefore we consider no 
weight for edges. If mapping ni on server mj, the beginning time will be shown by ST(ni,mj), and its 
completion time is shown by ET(ni,mj). In which according to being homogeneous computing servers: 
(1)                                                             
That  w(ni) shows the task of executing time. Our purpose in this work is increasing profitability and 
decreasing the idle time of computing servers, it means that when two tasks of ni  ,  nt  are mapped as two 
consecutive tasks on server mj  the interval between completion ni and beginning nt means that: 
(2)              
                                           
It should be somehow that be able to use server mj to process simultaneous requests of other users, if this 
amount is small enough for processing other requests to use , server should be idle in this time interval and 
this lead to decline in  server profitability. 
So if 
 (3)                                    
 
Computing server could not be used in the time interval between these two tasks, therefore it will be useless 
for sometimes. The value of λ should be considered according to the application time for works as well, 
that in recent c request are sent to consider data center. So, if in equation 2 is not appointed we can retake 
computing server from the workflow graph and use in the time interval between beginning and completion 
of tasks and set them for applying other requests, but in spite of this according to the overload that lead to 
computing server switch, it is better that intended server stay for work graph user and in this time stay 
useless and free. 
Therefore when work graph usage has the computing server will be calculated by equation 3. 
(4) 
                                                                                                        
 
 
 
That w(njk) intention the time of kth task that mapped on mj computing server and l is the number of these 
tasks. 
And the time that mj computing server is to serve workflow graph usage will be calculated using the 
relation 5. 
  (5)      Process (mj) =                                                                
 
Therefore profitability rate of computing server mj will be obtained from relation 6. 
(6)                                                     
And the rate of profitability from all of the calculating servers that serve workflow graph usage application 
will be obtained from relation 7. 
(7)     
                                              
Therefore, the purpose of represented approach is defined as follow: 
(8)       Max(Useful All servers)   
                                                                           
In other hand, the application of whole graph should be ended in an acceptable time; it means that, if 
possible, schedule length or N completion time might be minimized. 
(9)         Min(ET(nN,m))                                                                                   
 
Presented approach 

Before stating represented approach it is necessary to define two terms. As for each task till not 
completion of all parents the possibility of starting application is not supplied, therefore the earliest starting 
time for task ti is shown by es(ti) and  is defined as follow : 

(10)                                    
  
Then we express a suggested approach. 
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For each pair of work (ti , tj) we calculate consistency rate based on the  following relation. 
 

(11)      
 
 
 Also earliest start times equal: 
 
(12) 
 
 
 
 
 
And earliest end time: 
 (13)  
 

Then we create an n*n matrix named AM that we set the element AMi,j is  consistency(ti,tj)This 
matrix will be a polar matrix. 

Then using BEA ( Bond Energy Algorithm)we make some changes on matrix. In 1972 this algorithm 
[32] in the system of distributed information bank is used for vertical sectioning the great tables [33]. 

This algorithm is a transformational algorithm that with transformations on columns and rows, 
categorize elements that are more consistent. 

In this work we give AM matrix to BEA algorithm as entrance. After doing following relation will be 
selected as breaking point and then we converse the matrix to two sub-matrixes.  
By this break, most consistent elements will be categorized in one group. 
(14) 

 
That in the above relation for p=1,2,…,n-1 find the maximum amount and we divide the matrix into  

two groups. Now for each matrix we calculate break point recessively and the sub-matrix that has the 
highest break point value has more inconsistent elements and is selected to break it into two sub-matrixes 
and will be sent to BEA algorithm as entrance data. The stated process is done recessively till the number 
of sub-matrixes (groups) reach to the number of servers (M) or break point for all sub-matrixes equals to 
zero (it means that all of the elements in a matrix from all sub-matrixes are completely consistent) then 
works of each group are arranged based on the most early possible time to start (ES) in an ascending form 
and each of these groups could be selected for executing on one of the computing servers. 

                                    
           
One example sorted matrix with BEA  algorithm. 
In this offers cods for purpose algorithm. 
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Experiments and Assessment of the represented approach  

To evaluate the efficiency of represented approach we manipulate their codes in C# environment and 
apply them on different graphs with different parameters and in each state the completion workflow time 
and profitability rate from available servers are calculated and then we show the results using Matlab 
software in the form of graphs. For analyzing the amount of success in the represented approach we 
compare  the result with schedule approaches based on scheduling list. In this represented approach the 
main idea is allocating the priority to each task and creating an ascending list of tasks based on priorities, 
then not until losing all elements in the list in the beginning of the list a deletion will be mapped on a free 
server [28].to contrast the completion time of workflow we used a normal schedule length that is defined as 
following relation [30]. 
 
(15) NSL=   
 
And also to contrast profitability rate of computing servers we used the following relation: 
(16)     

 
 

We have applied both approaches on graphs with the same parameters and also in each experiment we 
evaluated the effects of changing one parameter from workflow graph on approaches. All of the data in 
graphs is the average of the results getting from the applied approaches on 50 different entrance graphs 
with the same parameters. 
 
Experiment 1 

In this experiment we had applied algorithms on graphs with the same parameters on different 
number of servers. We have shown the useful rate and NSL resulted from two algorithms. 

 
Fig 4- Analyzing efficiency of two approaches based on changing the number of servers. 

 
According to the results of third experiment by increasing the number of servers, the represented 

approach looking for better and more effective use of them because by increasing the number of servers sub-
matrixes are increasing, so the tasks in each matrix have higher consistency and this issue result in a higher 
profitability of servers. Also based on figure 6-a by increasing the number of servers, schedule length will 
decrease in both algorithms, but we can see a higher schedule length in represented approach again. 
 
Experiment 2 

In this experiment we have applied algorithms on graphs with the same parameters and also we have 
shown the results of two algorithms affected by changing communicative coefficient among tasks. Figure 5 
shows the useful rate and NSL for two algorithms. 
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Fig 5- Comparing two approaches effected by changing coefficient of communication among workflow 

graph tasks 
 

According to the results getting from the second experiment, the represented approach shows stable 
results by increasing communicative coefficient among tasks, but in the schedule list approach the 
profitability of servers will be decreased by increasing communicative coefficient and also because of the 
interval for applying tasks on each server. But according to this experiment the schedule duration is greater 
in the represented approach. 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Scientific workflows play an important role in today's science. Many disciplines rely on workflow 
technologies to orchestrate the execution of thousands of computational tasks. Much research to-date 
focuses on efficient, scalable, and robust workflow execution, especially in distributed environments. 
However, many challenges remain in the area of data management related to workflow creation, execution, 
and result management. According to the paying computing costs, saving, network and …based on the rate 
of usage, geographical domain and cloud computing system- based on internet and also simultaneous 
requests from different users, algorithms that are used to map applications in this system should prevent 
from being uselessness. the advantages of this issue are increasing the usage efficiency of computing 
servers, decreasing payment costs to  the clients of the cloud computing system services , increasing the 
ability of cloud computing service suppliers in response to simultaneous requests from the other clients, 
decreasing workflow completion time that lead to reducing clients patience. 
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